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The claims of storage vendors vary widely, and this is certainly the case among iSCSI 

vendors, where architectures and capabilities can be very different. Some iSCSI vendors 

bring complex (perhaps overly complex) multi-node failover mechanisms and more to 

the table, complicating head-to-head comparisons.  Dell has long claimed that the 

EqualLogic storage family flies in the face of this trend—that EqualLogic SAN solutions 

leverage tried and true internal capabilities to deliver distinctly better ease of use and performance 

without requiring convoluted or time-consuming configuration efforts.  And, they claim, they’ve 

integrated these proven capabilities into a comprehensive storage infrastructure—based on their elastic 

pool technology—that also delivers more scalability than their competitors.  

With these claims in mind, Taneja Group set out to examine Dell’s differentiation in the midst of a 

crowded and rapidly growing field. To do this, we performed hands-on validation of a Dell EqualLogic 

PS Series iSCSI SAN array against a leading competitive iSCSI array, chosen specifically to represent an 

accepted enterprise brand for competitive iSCSI storage arrays. Our testing exposed significant ease-of-

use and performance differences between the iSCSI solutions. As these differences continued 

throughout testing, becoming more pronounced, it became obvious that testing the EqualLogic solution 

only against a lower-performing iSCSI solution was inadequate. Therefore, in order to broaden our 

investigation and provide better equivalency, we also tested the EqualLogic solutions against a 

comparable Fibre Channel-based array. Our validation testing environment consisted of a heavily-

virtualized Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 workload.  

Our results indicate clearly that the right choice in an iSCSI solution architecture matters, as the 

EqualLogic solution dramatically outperformed the competitive iSCSI array (which delivered 3155 total 

IOPS vs. 5939 for EqualLogic, and 88 IOPS per active disk vs. EqualLogic’s 212.). We also found that 

the EqualLogic solution competes very favorably against a well-established Fibre Channel solution, 

which delivered lower IOPS (4309 total vs. 5939 for EqualLogic) and less performance per spindle (144 

vs. EqualLogic’s 212). 

 

Objectives 

Our hypothesis can be summarized simply: iSCSI 

has become mainstream, and multiple solutions 

on top of industry standard hardware are 

competing with the highest-performing legacy 

storage choices available.  Do the claims of the 

iSCSI vendors hold water? To evaluate this 

hypothesis, we tested one well-known, leading 

mainstream iSCSI solution against Dell’s 

EqualLogic PS series solution (since Dell claims a 

superior architecture designed to bring iSCSI 

performance up to par with the best traditional 

storage solutions). 
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To evaluate performance under trying conditions, 

we chose an aggressive, I/O-churning set of 

workloads.  Microsoft Exchange has long been 

considered one of the more aggressive workloads 

around, so we enlisted the Microsoft JetStress 

testing tool for our experiment.  But, unwilling to 

stop there, we looked toward churning up I/O 

even further—after all, it was our expectation that 

cache technology and I/O stacks should be well 

prepared for dealing with Exchange today, being 

as it is the de facto email platform for all shapes 

and sizes of businesses.  So, we virtualized 

Microsoft Exchange, and ran multiple workloads 

simultaneously to add additional stress. 

Virtualization has an additional interesting side 

effect: it interleaves I/O patterns from multiple 

virtual guests, comingling reads and writes and 

yielding high levels of non-sequential I/O, which 

causes trouble for storage caches, fabrics, and 

buffers.  This was what we were looking for in a 

seriously demanding I/O test, and we feel it is 

representative of the most aggressive business 

application workloads. 

Methodology 

We visited a dedicated facility where we put a 2-

node Dell EqualLogic PS4000XV array up 

against a competitor’s 3-node iSCSI solution. 

When we completed our initial iSCSI-to-iSCSI 

testing, the results were dramatic enough that we 

decided to expand our comparison to include a 

30-disk Fibre Channel SAN array, putting it 

through the same testing process.  

We paid particular attention to best-practices 

configurations (using published guidelines from 

each array vendor), adjusting and tweaking our 

configurations accordingly. We then ran several 

additional tests using the best performing 

configuration, monitored performance closely, 

gathered several data sets, and collated results. 

We compared the following mid-range SAN 

solutions: 

 Dell EqualLogic PS4000XV 14.4TB SAS iSCSI 

SAN array (“EQL”)  

 A leading competitive 10.8TB SAS iSCSI SAN 

Solution (“competitive iSCSI”)  

 A well-known FC SAN-2009 Fibre Channel 

Array with 2 shelves of 15K RPM drives 

(“FC”)  

We used the Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 

Jetstress performance tool for our comparison. 

Jetstress reports various types of IOPS delivered 

by a given storage solution under a Microsoft 

Exchange 2010 workload, within given limits for 

latency (a measure of responsiveness).  

Taneja Group and Dell worked together in the 

configuration process to follow as closely as 

possible each vendor’s capacity and availability 

planning guidelines for highly-available 

Exchange environments. We then configured 

each SAN to use a comparable portion of its 

usable formatted capacity, to keep seek distances 

similar across arrays. For each SAN, several tests 

were run initially to verify that we were achieving 

the maximum IOPS possible within acceptable 

latencies (Jetstress “PASS” results). Once the 

highest performing configuration was 

established, we executed an ideal JetStress test 

run for each array, and collected the results. 

Test Environment 

SERVER/SWITCH CONFIGURATION 

A test bed was created in a climate-controlled 

room for each storage system. One Dell 

PowerEdge™ R710 rack server was provisioned 

with the VMware vSphere hypervisor platform 

and four virtual machines (VMs) were created, 

each executing a JetStress test run using 

Microsoft’s JetStress 2010 tool. 
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The EQL and competitive iSCSI SAN solutions 

were connected to the server via one Dell 

PowerConnect™ 5448 switch. The FC SAN 

environment included two controllers per array, 

with two 8Gbps FC ports per controller; one port 

on each controller was used to connect the array 

directly to a dual port 8Gb Fibre Channel card on 

the R710 server. 

 

Server Component  Details  

Processors Two quad-core Intel® Xeon® Processor X5570s at 2.93 GHz 

Memory 48 GB, 6 x 8 GB, 1,333 MHz 

Internal disk Two 73GB, RAID 1, 10K RPM Seagate ST973402SS SATA 3.0Gbps drives 

Network Intel PRO/1000 PT Quad Port Server Adapter 

Operating System  Host: VMware vSphere 4.0 Update 1; Virtual Machines: Windows Server 2008 R2 

Test Software Jetstress 2010 Beta 14.00.0639.012 with Exchange 2010 14.00.0639.019 ESE binaries 

PowerEdge R710 Server and PowerConnect 5448 Switch Configuration 

 

PowerConnect 5448 Component  Details  

Firmware  Dell PowerConnect 5448 v2.0.0.41  

Frame size  Jumbo frames enabled on all connected devices. Size = 9,014 bytes.  

iSCSI optimization  iSCSI optimization disabled  

Storm control  Broadcast Only on all ports  

PowerEdge R710 Server and PowerConnect 5448 Switch Configuration 

 

 

EQUALLOGIC  STORAGE  ARRAY 
CONFIGURATION 

All storage arrays tested had fully redundant 

components and were configured with 450GB 

15K RPM disk drives. Our “baseline” system, the 

EQL SAN, consisted of two Dell EqualLogic 

PS4000XV arrays wired as shown below.  

The PS4000XV array has two controllers, with 

two 1Gbps iSCSI ports each. One controller was 

set as active, the second in standby failover mode. 

Two iSCSI ports per controller connected the 

arrays to the iSCSI switch. One NIC on the R710 

was configured with the VMware ESX software 

iSCSI Initiator for the operating system volume. 

The remaining three NICs were configured as 

pass-through to each virtual machine and the 

EqualLogic HIT KIT with the Microsoft iSCSI 

Initiator was configured within each virtual 

machine. 

The EQL array included a total of 32 disks, with 4 

disks reserved as hot spares (following 

recommendations for high availability in Dell 

documentation). All 28 active disks were 

allocated to a single storage pool using default 

settings, and all database and logging LUNs were 

created within this pool. RAID policy was set to 

RAID 10.  

The competitive iSCSI SAN and FC SAN 

solutions were sized and configured as much as 

possible to provide equivalency with the EQL 

SAN in terms of the number of active disks, total 

available capacity, and overall system cost. 
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EqualLogic Test Configuration Diagram 

 

VIRTUALIZED EXCHANGE 
WORKLOAD CONFIGURATION 

Taneja Group observed and validated Jetstress 

performance results using test parameters 

calculated to yield the maximum performance 

possible for each array, within acceptable latency 

thresholds. Jetstress 2010 primary storage 

performance tests are designed to exercise 

storage arrays using I/O typical of Exchange 

2010 workloads. Results are delivered as a 

summary of various IOPS plus a user experience 

rating (based on latency) of PASS or FAIL.  

We ran several tuning test runs to identify the 

maximum thread count achievable for each array 

to maintain a PASS rating (acceptable latency).  

All performance results validated by Taneja 

Group in this report are from optimally tuned 

configurations and test runs that received a PASS 

rating.  

Workloads were generated by a simulated 

Exchange mailbox profile, based on three 

Jetstress test parameters:  

Target database IOPS per user. Our tested 

user profile was based on the Microsoft profile 

for “heavy” Exchange 2010 users in cached mode. 

This user profile simulates an average of 20 sent 

and 80 received messages per day, generating an 

average load of 0.32 database IOPS for each user. 

We added 20% headroom for a targeted database 

IOPS per user of 0.4, per accepted JetStress 

configuration practices. 

Average mailbox size. We configured an 

average mailbox size that would create databases 

of initial size equal to 60 percent of the total 

formatted capacity of each SAN solution.  

Number of mailboxes. We tested 6,000 total 

users on each SAN solution, divided equally for 

1,500 users on each Exchange Server VM. 
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Representative JetStress Test Scenario Configuration 

Because the array configurations for the 

competitive iSCSI and FC SAN solutions yielded 

total usable capacities that varied from that 

available on the EQL (details in Results sections 

below), we calculated Exchange mailbox sizes for 

each array to normalize workloads. Since thread 

counts were tuned to yield the maximum 

acceptable I/O performance for each array at a 

given mailbox size, we are comfortable that we 

stressed the tested configurations fairly and 

consistently, within the constraints imposed by 

architectural and deployment limitations.  

Each test was run for the default Jetstress period 

of two hours. For each test, we recorded 

 Database disk reads/second & database disk 
writes/second 

 Achieved IOPS (sum of database disk reads 
and writes/second) 

 Log writes per second (log IOPS) 

 Total IOPS (sum of Achieved and Log IOPS) 

Test Results: Array Set Up, 
Configuration & Best Practices 

CONFIGURING THE EQL SAN 

The configuration process using the EqualLogic 

Group Manager was straightforward, well-

documented, and well-supported by the 

EqualLogic Group Manager application. 

Provisioning tasks were largely automated by the 

Group Manager GUI via efficient workflows and 

clear graphical feedback that helped minimize 

uncertainty, reduce the number of clicks required 

to complete tasks, and anticipate the type and 

amount of information we required at each 

configuration stage.  

Total storage pool capacity was clearly indicated, 

along with member, volume, and snapshot 

details. RAID-10 configuration was automated 

and required no special operations or familiarity 

with array details. 
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EQL Group Manager: Pool Configuration (top) and Member Details (bottom) 

 

Expanding the “Members” branch in the 

hierarchy provided drill-down details collected 

into a unified dashboard, with intuitive links to 

common tasks and statistics, drive slot 

summaries, and details of installed disks.  

Mouse-over pop-ups provided quick-look data 

views, without the need to navigate layers of 

submenus or dive deep into a multi-branch menu 

tree. Detailed status information for each 

member in the group was available from a top-

line tab. In our experience, the Group Manager 

GUI is a well-designed and easily navigable 

interface, offering tree, list, tabbed, pop-up, and 

graphical access to a broad data set, all from a 

single panel.  

The layout is data rich yet uncluttered. We 

completed provisioning tasks faster, located data 

more quickly, and gained a clear picture of 

capacity allocation and utilization with very little 

effort. 
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Member Information and Status (top) and Volume [LUN] Details: Size, Reserve, Snapshot, Status, Connections, etc.

Modification of volume properties and 

verification that changes were accurate were both 

simplified by pop-up submenus that provide 

concise, graphical feedback (to verify accurate 

database volume size allocations, for example). 

In addition, the Group Manager simplifies RAID 

policy management by automating the placement 

of volumes in the correct storage pool.  

Overall, we found the EQL SAN configuration 

process to be efficient, clearly documented, 

mostly automated, and guided by a powerful yet 

informative and simple GUI structure.  

It was easy to determine important parameters 

(e.g., total available capacity, RAID group status, 

and drill-down and roll-up status of disks, 

members, groups, and pools) and modifications 

were simpler and much easier to verify.  
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Adjusting volume properties was easier with clear feedback (left), and RAID preference was automated (right) 

 

CONFIGURING THE COMPETITIVE 
iSCSI SAN 

Complex availability guidelines 

Configuration of the competitive iSCSI array was 

significantly more complex. Specifically, we 

found it difficult to rationalize volume 

configuration recommendations for availability 

and redundancy simultaneously. Because of the 

architecture of this competing but fairly typical 

iSCSI system, the vendor’s best practices 

guidelines imply that for enterprise-mission-

critical, always-on data (Microsoft Exchange, 

databases, or important file shares, for example), 

3-way copies of data across three different nodes 

are necessary. The user guides suggested that if a 

2-way copy was implemented, and one node goes 

offline for any reason, all important data should 

be taken offline as a precaution against loss or 

corruption. 

The competitive iSCSI vendor’s latest firmware 

documentation differs in that it removes all 

explicit recommendations for how critical data 

should be configured, and removes from the GUI 

the option to take data off line manually. 

However, the new documentation and release 

notes still imply that the same data protection 

considerations remain—that three copies of each 

block is the appropriate setting for critical or 

mission-critical data—in order to ensure that 

data remains both adequately protected and 

online.  

In the lab, these recommendations made 

planning and analyzing the competitive iSCSI 

configuration complex, and made a rapid 

determination of space utilization much more 

difficult.  In the real world, this configuration 

would limit total available space, and the size of 

the information store, as well as drive up the cost 

of the total solution.   

Less usable capacity 

Although our choices led to significantly less 

usable space available for the Exchange database 

and log volumes, in our view this approach was 

the best way to ensure that we followed vendor 

guidelines strictly on both iSCSI solutions to 

maintain consistency and testing fairness. To 
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maximize both the amount of usable space and 

the number of active disks on the competitive 

iSCSI solution under these conditions, we 

configured the competitive iSCSI array as 3-way 

replicated nodes and utilized all 36 disks, with no 

hot spares, and with RAID policy set to RAID 10.   

Our impression was that, even with the vendor’s 

high redundancy recommendations, this 

configuration still fully distributed the IO load 

over all three nodes, and made as-efficient-as-

possible use of all 36 disks. 

Inadequate management software 

We found the configuration software provided by 

the competitive iSCSI vendor lacking. Summary 

screens were less informative, and finding the 

right path to drill down to detailed information 

was much less intuitive. The competitive user 

interface required more tree navigation and 

expansion to display the same information that 

Group Manager displays in rolled-up, 

comprehensive yet concise views. More time was 

spent clicking through the interface to find, for 

example, disk device status indications.  

Moreover, we found it quite difficult to 

understand the total available and provisioned 

space in the array—rolling up a total used 

capacity number from our set of 3-way replicated 

volumes required manually comparing data from 

three different GUI screens. 

CONFIGURING THE FC SAN 

Conflicting best practices documentation 

We expected configuration of the Fibre Channel 

SAN environment to be straightforward, but 

again found multiple conflicting vendor 

guidelines and best practices recommendations 

for mission-critical, virtualized Exchange Server 

deployments.  

Our test SAN was populated with two trays of 

fifteen 450GB 15K RPM disks each, to achieve a 

total system capacity comparable to the EQL SAN 

solution. We initially configured 24 active disks 

for Exchange Server database and log data, with 

one hot spare and five vault disks.  

We tested two Exchange Server configurations in 

this mode, following conflicting best practices 

guides: one that allocated one log disk per four 

database disks, and the other at a ratio of roughly 

one log disk per ten database disks. The latter run 

yielded better results, but added significant 

complexity due to an uneven number of active 

disks, requiring us to configure multiple, smaller 

RAID groups and apportion Exchange 

users/mailboxes unevenly across them. 

Required additional performance tuning 

Our performance test results using this 

configuration were quite disappointing, so we 

began to experiment with other configurations, 

ultimately realizing that we could get the best-

performing configuration by breaking somewhat 

from best practices recommendations.  

To achieve highest performance, we harnessed 

the power of the extra five vault spindles by 

putting our log volumes on them (but limited 

space also required use of the hot spare, for a 

total of 6 log disks).  This effectively put all 30 

disks in the system to work, and we saw no 

visible issues compared to leaving the vault disks 

out of the performance mix.   

While this gave the FC SAN every opportunity to 

perform competitively, we note that customers 

should likely not run in this configuration, as it 

may subject the vault volumes or the log volumes 

to conflicting usage patterns, or even premature 

failure.  Regardless, we chose to use this 

configuration for our comparison to the EQL 

solution because of its higher performance. 
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Test Results: Performance 

We ran several full 2-hour JetStress test 

runs for each array. We captured results for 

all tests in raw PerfMon data files and also 

captured summary screens at the end of 

each test for validation. Sample results for 

EQL I/O Database Reads/sec are shown 

(right). 

Better performance monitoring with 
Dell’s SANHQ 

For the EqualLogic solution, we also had 

access to Dell’s no-cost, included SAN 

monitoring application, SANHQ, which 

provided a simpler, graphically rich 

presentation of summary results (below).  

 

The competitive iSCSI vendor also 

provided a monitoring solution, 

but we found it much less useful: 

it did not provide adequate roll-up 

across volumes, nor did it provide 

a rich enough set of metrics out of 

the box.  

These limitations made it harder 

to easily identify I/O totals (read 

plus write counts, for example, 

and adding new metric counters to 

the interface was possible, but 

required too much additional 

effort.  

The FC solution provided no 

monitoring (additional software 

was required), leaving us to rely 

solely on PerfMon’s raw data 

charts. 
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Competitive Test Results 

EQL VS. COMPETITIVE ISCSI VS. FC SAN: 

 

 Dell EQL 
iSCSI 

Competitive 
iSCSI 

Fibre 
Channel 

Total IOPS 5939 3155 4309 

Available Capacity 5608 2464 5020 

Active Disks 28 36 30 

IOPS/Active Disk 212 88 144 

 

TOTAL IOPS ACHIEVED:    IOPS/ACTIVE DISK: 

                  

 

 

Taneja Group Opinion 

In sum, the competitive iSCSI array presented significant configuration complexity, difficulty, and 

additional management overhead—contrary to our expectations. Planning was more complicated with 

the recommended multi-node architecture, and this configuration added an additional layer of 

abstraction, making correlation between physical and virtual storage allocations difficult. The 

competitive iSCSI vendor’s availability/redundancy specifications for the same Exchange workload 

yielded less than half (44%) of the usable space of the equivalently configured EQL array, which 

surprised us.  

5939
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4309

EQL iSCSI FC

Total IOPS

212

88

144

EQL iSCSI FC

IOPS/Disk
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The competitive iSCSI vendor’s guidelines yielded a significant capacity penalty, with no performance 

payback. In practice, we expect this to have far-reaching consequences for virtualized workloads: lower 

performance per unit of storage plus a negative impact on virtual machine density and consolidation 

ratios. Both of these are critical indicators of overall system performance in a virtualized environment. 

A word to the wise here: take the time to research and understand multi-node data redundancy 

architectures—and all of their implications—before comparing proposals across vendors. 

In addition, the competitive iSCSI vendor’s configuration software was more difficult to navigate. Using 

the EQL Group Manager, for example, we could easily find the size of real data stored on an underlying 

volume within the GUI—along with detailed volume settings such as snapshots and disk devices—with 

minimal tree expansion and far fewer mouse clicks. The differentiation became more pronounced as we 

measured performance, with the SANHQ software providing data and reports out of the box that were 

either difficult to configure in the competitive iSCSI tool, or simply not available. 

We also expected the FC SAN configuration to be well established and well documented. Configuration 

for this very common workload type (Exchange) should have been straightforward; however, we 

discovered surprising levels of complexity and conflicts between various best practices documents 

published by the FC SAN vendor. Our chosen configuration yielded the highest performance we were 

able to obtain, yet we still only confirmed 144 IOPS per active disk. The FC vendor themselves estimates 

that 15K drives should deliver roughly 180 IOPS/disk, meaning that actual performance under the 

highly blended nature of virtualized server I/O—as tested—is lacking. 

To put it simply, architecture matters. In this head-to-head comparison, given equivalent performance 

per spindle matching drive capacities, array and controller architectural differences clearly put the 

EqualLogic solution on top in terms of virtual workload density and blended I/O performance. Add to 

this EqualLogic’s fundamental elasticity, ease of use, and integrated management, and it surpasses not 

only a leading iSCSI competition, but a well-established Fibre Channel solution as well.  
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